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We present a detailed investigation of different excitonic states weakly confined in single
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dots obtained by the Al droplet-etching method. For our analysis we
make use of temperature-, polarization- and magnetic field-dependent µ-photoluminescence mea-
surements, which allow us to identify different excited states of the quantum dot system. Besides
that, we present a comprehensive analysis of g-factors and diamagnetic coefficients of charged and
neutral excitonic states in Voigt and Faraday configuration. Supported by theoretical calculations
by the Configuration interaction method, we show that the widely used single-particle Zeeman
Hamiltonian cannot be used to extract reliable values of the g-factors of the constituent particles
from excitonic transition measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the last years GaAs quantum dots (QDs), ob-
tained with the droplet-etching method1–3, emerged as a
promising source of non-classical states of light, such as
single photons with a strongly suppressed multi-photon
emission probability4, highly indistinguishable photon
states5–8, and single polarization entangled photon-pairs
with a near unity degree of entanglement5,9–11.

Only recently it was realized that excitons must be
weakly confined in these QDs, as the measured ground-
state exciton (X) lifetimes of about 250 ps5,9,10 are signif-
icantly lower than the minimum lifetime expected for a
strongly confining system (440 ps)6,12. The morphology
of such GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dots (QDs) features in
fact a lateral extension to be much larger than the free ex-
citon Bohr radius in GaAs3,5,6. Therefore, the excitonic
states are laterally weakly confined and the Coulomb in-
teraction between the charge carriers is supposed to over-
whelm quantum confinement effects. In turn, the weak
confinement regime is partly responsible for the excellent
optical properties of GaAs QDs, as the short lifetime and
large in-plane extension of the wavefunction limit the in-
fluence of dephasing and structural anisotropies within
the QD13.

We note that, a standard model system for the weak
confinement regime is represented by GaAs QDs formed
at thickness fluctuations in thin GaAs/AlGaAs quantum
wells14, which, however, suffer from a poor control of the
lateral confinement. Furthermore, the energy separation
between confined states and delocalized states is small.
In contrast to that, droplet-etched GaAs QDs avoid these
issues and provide an ideal system to study the properties
of weakly confined excitons.

Besides possible applications of QDs as single pho-
ton and entangled photon-pair sources, the spin states
of charges confined in a QD may serve as qubits for
quantum technology15,16. Moreover, semiconductor QDs

could provide a link between photonic and spin qubits
via photon-to-spin conversion17. Such complex applica-
tions require a detailed knowledge about the response
of an excited state in the QD to an external magnetic
field, which is described by its g-factor and the diamag-
netic coefficient. Furthermore, an individual engineer-
ing of the contribution of electrons (e−) and holes (h+)
within a complex to the overall g-factor is desired18–20.
Hence, for engineering the magnetic properties of a QD
precise measurements are crucial. Usually, to extract
the g factors of e− and h+ confined in single QDs from
photoluminescence (PL) measurements a single-particle
(SP) Zeeman Hamiltonian21 is employed18,19,22,23 (for de-
tails about the method we refer the interested reader to
Ref.24). However, it is questionable if one can apply such
an approach to weakly confining QDs. The knowledge
of the magneto-optical properties of GaAs/AlGaAs QDs
obtained by droplet etching is restricted to only a few
works25–27 and a comprehensive analysis is to the best of
our knowledge missing.

In this work we first study various excitonic transitions
in GaAs QDs via polarization-resolved and temperature-
dependent µ−PL measurements, which allow us to iden-
tify several charged states such as the positive (X+) and
negative (X−) trion as well as some of their excited states.
We then present a comprehensive study on the magneto-
optical properties of the GaAs/AlGaAs QD system. We
apply magnetic fields along the QD growth direction [001]
(Faraday configuration) and along the [110] direction
(Voigt configuration) and extract the diamagnetic coeffi-
cients and g-factors of several excited states in the GaAs
QDs. To gain more insight into the physical properties
of our QDs under an external magnetic field, we comple-
ment our experimental study with calculations using the
method of Configuration interaction (CI)28–31. The theo-
retical results are in good agreement with the experimen-
tal data and confirm that correlation effects among the
confined carriers have significant influence on the mag-
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netic properties. Finally, we demonstrate by experiment
and CI calculations that a SP picture, which turns out to
be adequate in the case of strongly confining QDs, leads
to poor results in a weakly confining system21,24,32.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Polarization-resolved and
temperature-dependent µ−PL measurements

We begin by characterizing the optical transitions of
our GaAs/AlGaAs QDs. The details on the sample
growth are given in Ref.10. For the excitation we use
a 532 nm continuous wave laser, which is focused on
the sample through an aspheric lens with 0.65 numerical
aperture. The low QD density (∼ 2×107 cm−2) allows us
to address the emission of single QDs. In above bandgap
excitation, e− and h+ are mainly generated in the bar-
rier material of the QD, where the carriers subsequently
diffuse, partly get trapped by the QD confinement poten-
tial, and relax to the low energy levels. The spectrum of
a representative QD is shown in Fig. 1. The spectral po-
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FIG. 1. Spectrum of a representative quantum dot (QD1)
under above bandgap excitation at 5 K. The identified re-
combination channels are labeled within the figure, see text
for details. The insets show color-coded µ-PL spectra of tran-
sitions within the grey dotted boxes.

sition of X within the cluster of lines is well known from
previous experiments3,5,6,10. It has two orthogonally po-
larized components, which are typically non-degenerat in
energy due to the fine structure splitting21. The biexci-
ton state is not visible under the used excitation con-
ditions, which we attribute to competition with other
configurations due to a slow relaxation of carriers to the
ground state via multiple acoustic phonons5,6.

Above-bandgap excitation provides an interesting fea-
ture to identify some of the observed transitions: The
mobility of e− and h+ within the AlGaAs barrier influ-
ences the formation probability of the different charge
complexes. The mobility is reduced due to scattering
events mainly with ionized impurities and phonons, such
that the larger scattering cross section of the h+ com-

pared to the e− plays a significant role in the spectral
response33. We demonstrate this claim by performing
a temperature-dependent µ−PL measurement. By in-
creasing the temperature the mobility of the e− increases
compared to the one for the h+ and we expect that h+-
dominated complexes (e. g. X+) are less often formed
than e−-dominated ones (e. g. X−).

Fig. 2 shows temperature-dependent µ-PL spectra for
temperatures between 5 K and 50 K. The spectra of a
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FIG. 2. Normalized temperature-depended µ-PL spectra of
a representative quantum dot (QD1). The quantum dot is
excited by a 532 nm continuous wave diode laser above the
AlGaAs barrier bandgap.

representative QD (QD1) are normalized with respect to
the intensity of the X transition. On the low energy side
of the X, transitions with energies > 1.5675 eV (see red
area in Fig. 2) drop fast in intensity with increasing tem-
perature until they completely disappear. In contrast,
transitions with energy < 1.5675 eV (see blue area in
Fig. 2) are less sensitive to a temperature change.

By combining the temperature-dependence with polar-
ization resolved µ−PL measurements we can now discuss
the origin of several transitions in Fig. 1. While the
SP picture is poorly suitable for describing the excitonic
states of weakly confining QDs6, we stick to that for the
moment to provide an intuitive description of the charge
configuration of the individual states. On the low en-
ergy side of X (< 1.570918 eV for QD1 at 5 K) we first
find a transition labeled as Xr. This feature consists of
two linearly-polarized lines with an energy splitting and
polarization orientation equal to those of X and disap-
pears under quasi-resonant excitation. We thus attribute
it to a quantized energy jitter of the X stemming from
charging and uncharging of a defect in the vicinity of the
QD. At an energy of 1.568524 eV we then find the X+

transition and at 1.567542 the X−. We can distinguish
between those by the different temperature trend seen in
Fig. 2. The trions have no measurable polarization split-
ting as expected for a Kramers doublet34. Between the
trions we observe three additional transitions, which are,
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according to the temperature-dependent measurements,
h+ dominated. We thus attribute these lines to the ex-
cited states of X+ (hot trions)33–36. In the SP picture,
the simplest hot trion is described by an e− − h+ pair
in the s-shell and an extra h+ (e−) in the p-shell. We
want to point out that in a more realistic picture includ-
ing carrier interactions the situation is not that trivial
(see Supplementary VI). In most of the QD systems it is
difficult to observe radiative transitions from an excited
trion as that is converted rapidly to a ground state trion
via non-radiative relaxation. However, the slow relax-
ation rates between the energy levels in our QDs allow
us to study these transitions in more detail6. Due to ex-
change interaction, the excited positive trion splits into
four degenerated doublets34,35:

|X+∗
4 〉 =

{
↑s (⇑s⇓p − ⇓s⇑p) Jz = +1/2

↓s (⇑s⇓p − ⇓s⇑p) Jz = −1/2
(1)

|X+∗
3 〉 =

{
↑s (⇑s⇓p + ⇓s⇑p) Jz = +1/2

↓s (⇑s⇓p + ⇓s⇑p) Jz = −1/2
(2)

|X+∗
2 〉 =

{
↓s⇑s⇑p Jz = (+5/2)

↑s⇓s⇓p Jz = (−5/2)
(3)

|X+∗
1 〉 =

{
↑s⇑s⇑p Jz = (+7/2)

↓s⇓s⇓p Jz = (−7/2)
(4)

where ↑i, ↓i (⇑i,⇓i) describe the e− (h+) spin configura-
tion in the shell i ∈ {s,p} and the number in the brack-
ets gives the total angular momentum projection on the
quantization axis under the simplified assumption that
holes in the s- and p-states have pure heavy-hole (HH)
character (with Jz = ±3/2). The singlet state (X+∗

4 ) and
two of the triplet states (X+∗

3 and X+∗
2 ) emit a single pho-

ton when the s-shell e− − h+ pair recombines, while the
remaining triplet state (X+∗

1 ) is forbidden due to dipole
selection rules. Since the energetic ordering of X+∗

2 −X+∗
4

is non trivial, we follow the labeling given in Ref.35,36.
Below the X− we observe several transitions, which,

according to the temperature trend, are e− dominated.
Nevertheless, a detailed analysis of these states is not pos-
sible in our measurements due to the limited spectral res-
olution (≈ 25 µeV). A polarization resolved µ−PL mea-
surement (see inset Fig. 1) shows non-polarized lines as
well as doublets of orthogonally polarized lines. We spec-
ulate that these states belong to the excited X− and/or
to multiple negatively charged states.

At energies above the X transition we observe two tran-
sitions (X+∗ and X∗), which disappear with increasing
temperature (see Fig. 1). The X+∗ at 1.571869 eV does
not show any polarization splitting. We conclude that
this is a transition of an excited X+ with, where the h+ in
the p-shell recombines with an e− in the s-shell. The X∗

is a complex of three transitions (see inset Fig. 1), where
two (X∗1,2 1.574865 eV) have similar intensities and are
orthogonally polarized with an energy splitting of 5µeV.
The third transition (X∗3 at 1.574931 eV) is linearly po-
larized and by a factor ∼ 15 lower in intensity. This is
an excited complex of the bright X doublet (total angu-
lar momentum of ±1) and one component of the dark X
doublet (total angular momentum of ±2), whereby the
h+ of the complex is situated in the p-shell. According
to our calculations (discussed later on), we attribute the
brightening of one of the nominally dark states to the fact
that the p-state holes have 20% light-hole (LH) charac-
ter, which allows for a weak dipole transition (see Sup-
plementary Section I)25. For clarity, we label the whole
transition complex with X∗ instead of labeling each tran-
sition individually.

B. Magneto-optical properties of GaAs QDs

We continue our study by investigating the magnetic
response of the excitonic states discussed above. The QD
sample is mounted in a He bath cryostat equipped with
a superconducting vector magnet. In Faraday configura-
tion, the magnetic field vector is aligned along the [001]
crystal axis (growth direction), which we label as z. Due
to the in-plane symmetry of the QDs, we restrict our
measurements in Voigt configuration to magnetic fields
along [110] crystal axis only, which we label as x. The
magnetic field alters the emission properties of the QD,
where (i) the diamagnetic shift and (ii) the Zeeman effect
are the dominant processes.

In (i) the magnetic field induces a magnetic moment
and changes the energy of a state in first approximation
according to:

∆E = γB2, (5)

where γ is the diamagnetic coefficient. For the neutral
exciton, the diamagnetic coefficient probes the spatial ex-
tent of the excitonic wavefunction, which depends on the
spatial confinement and interactions between the con-
fined particles37–39. Hence, it is obvious that the dia-
magnetic shift is a direction-dependent quantity. The
parabolic behaviour from Eq. (5) is only valid in the

weak-field limit, where the magnetic length lM =
√

~
eB is

larger than the spatial extent of the wavefunction lwf
40.

Note that the magnetic length is lM ≈ 15 nm at a mag-
netic field of 3 T, while the excitonic wavefunction may
exceed this value in our GaAs QDs (the QDs have a base
diameter of ≈ 60 nm and a height of ≈ 10 nm), such
that the diamagnetic shift can deviate from the B2 de-
pendence.

In (ii) a magnetic field along z lifts the spin degeneracy,
while a field along x also breaks the symmetry of the sys-
tem introducing a coupling between different states (for
example between dark and bright X)21,24. The relation
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between magnetic field and splitting (mixing) is charac-
terized by the g-tensor, whereby we probe its elements
along x (gx) and z (gz)

24.
The Zeeman effect in QDs is commonly described by a

SP Zeeman Hamiltonian, where the g-factor is a combi-
nation of e− and h+ g-factors21,24. However, we find in
the following that in the weak confinement regime this
approximation is not valid.

Fig. 3 shows the shift of the transition lines of QD1
versus the magnetic field between 0 and 2.5 T applied in
x- and z-direction, respectively. To get full insight into
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FIG. 3. µ-PL spectra under a magnetic field of a representa-
tive QD (QD1) applied along (a) [110] and (b) [001] crystal
direction.

the magnetic properties of the different transitions we
additionally record polarization-resolved spectra versus
magnetic field strength (B). Finally, we use these data
to extract the diamagnetic coefficients and g-factors by
fitting the energy shifts with the following model41:

E↑/↓ = E0 + γB2 ± 1

2

√
S2 + (g0 + g2B2)2µ2

BB
2, (6)

where ↑ / ↓ label the two Zeeman-split states, E0 is the
energy of the transition at B = 0, g0 is the g-factor, g2

is a second order term, S a possible initial fine-structure
splitting and µB is the Bohr magneton. For convenience,
we separate the diamagnetic shift and the Zeeman inter-
action during fitting by using 1

2 (E↑ + E↓) to obtain γ
and E↑ − E↓ to obtain g0 and g2, respectively. In Fara-
day configuration, the model in Eq. (6) can be used to
fit satisfactorily all transitions. However, in Voigt ge-
ometry the situation is more complicated due to mixing
between the states. We can still use Eq. (6) to fit the X
transition for small fields, where the bright-dark mixing
is negligible, and also for X+∗

2 −X+∗
4 , each splitting into

two circularly polarized components. The X+ and X−,
which are not much influenced by the exchange interac-
tion, split instead into four linearly polarized components
each, and thus cannot be described by Eq. (6). Therefore
we follow the approach outlined in Ref.19 and calculate
the g-factor according to:

gx =
E1 − E2

µBB
, (7)

where E1 (E2) is the highest (lowest) energy component
of the trion quadruplet. We use the same model to ex-
tract the g-factors of X+∗ and X∗, which are found to
split into four linearly polarized components. In Tab. I
we summarize the results for a representative QD (QD1).

We observe pronounced anisotropies of the g-factors
along x and z-direction. This phenomenon has been ob-
served also for other QD systems42 and can be qualita-
tively explained in the SP picture following the arguments
of Ref.43: the conduction band e− g-factor is approxi-
mately isotropic due to the underlying s-type atomic or-
bitals; This is not true for the valence band h+ 18,24,44

as the heavy hole (HH) Bloch state has only a projection
along the z-direction. Therefore the h+ g-factor is gh ≈ 0
along x, while along z gh � 0 is expected45. The h+

ground state in our QDs has a dominant HH character25,
so we expect a small value of gx for X, X+, and X−, which
is in line with our measurements. The charged states X+

and X− already allow us to observe a discrepancy from
the SP picture. Within that simple model the g-factor
of the X+ and X− is given by gX+ = ge,1 + gh,2 and
gX− = ge,2 + gh,1, respectively, whereby ge(h),1 is the sin-

gle e− (h+) g-factor in the initial state and ge(h),2 the g-

factor of the remaining e− (h+)46. Since the involved e−

and h+ occupy exclusively the ground s levels, we would
expect a similar g-factor forX+ andX−, which, however,
is not confirmed by our experimental data. Furthermore,
X+ does not even show a significant x-z anisotropy. We
want to point out that X+, X− and X are linearly polar-
ized under z-field, which is not expected from SP theory
(see Supplementary Section II)21. In contrast to that,
the transitions X∗, X+∗, and X+∗

2 -X+∗
4 show a larger gx.

Interestingly, the g-factor anisotropy is reversed for X+∗
2 .

As discussed above, in a SP picture, the X+∗
2 -X+∗

4 tran-
sitions stem from the recombination of a ground-state
electron with a ground-state hole in presence of a hole
in the first excited state. The pronounced difference in
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TABLE I. The table summarizes fitted diamagnetic coefficients and g-factors for the excitonic transitions in a representative
quantum dot (QD1) and the CI calculation results for a magnetic field applied along [110] (x) direction and [001] (z) direction.

QD1 γx (µeV
T2 ) gx g2,x (T−2) γz (µeV

T2 ) gz g2,z(T
−2) CI γx (µeV

T2 ) gx g2,x (T−2) γz (µeV
T2 ) gz g2,z(T

−2)

X∗ 5.9 (5) 1.61 (3) - 12.7 (3) 3.74 (1) -0.01 (1) X∗ 4.56 1.7 0.2 14.7 2.57 0.74

X+∗ 6.4 (5) 1.45 (3) - 11.5 (9) 2.58 (1) -0.01 (1) X+∗ 6.92 0.46 0.03 8.03 0.58 0.12
X 6.4 (1) 0.03 (1) 0.002 (1) 16.81 (7) 1.112 (1) -0.001 (1) X 6.46 0.45 0.16 15.6 1.25 0.03

X+ 7.6 (7) 0.18 (5) - 16.29 (4) 0.13 (1) 0.001 (1) X+ 5.8 0.48 0.01 16.17 0.59 0.12

X+∗
4 10.4 (3) 1.41 (1) 0.003 (1) 139 (1) 6.33 (1) 0.18 (1) X+∗

4 4.17 1.69 0.04 96.11 2.93 0.87

X+∗
3 10.6 (9) 1.13 (5) 0.18 (4) -94 (1) 8.27 (1) -0.33 (1) X+∗

3 2.07 1.7 0.07 -55.32 3.31 1.03

X+∗
2 6.8 (3) 1.3 (1) 0.01 (1) 20.6 (1) 0.27 (1) 0.04 (1) X+∗

2 7.29 1.66 0.06 10.59 0.64 0.08

X− 6 (1) 0.33 (3) - 16.9 (5) 1.42 (1) -0.046 (1) X− 4.46 0.919 0.0009 15.61 2.12 0.06

the g-factor anisotropy compared to X+ clearly indicates
that the extra hole is by far not simple ”spectator” and
that its presence and properties (in particular its signifi-
cant LH content) has profound effects on the response of
the resulting exciton to magnetic fields.

For the higher order excitations of the QD we find that
X∗, X+∗, X+∗

4 , and X+∗
3 have larger values of gz com-

pared to the ground state transitions X, X+, X−. We
attribute this to the LH-HH coupling47. In particular,
the large gz value of X+∗

3 leads to a crossing of one of its
components with the X+ states at moderate magnetic
fields. For fields above the crossing point such compo-
nent disappears, possibly because of efficient relaxation
to the lower energy X+ state. Furthermore, we observe
a coupling between the recombination channels of X∗ as
expected for a complex including a dark state (see Sup-
plementary Section I).

In contrast to our expectations, the diamagnetic shifts
are well fitted by Eq. (5) also for high magnetic fields.
We find γx < γz (except for X+∗

3 ). For the neutral X this
is qualitatively expected, as the wavefunction is strongly
(weakly) confined in z (x) directions, leading to a small
(large) γx (γz). For a charged states, a carrier remains in
the QD after e−-h+ recombination. Hence, the measured
γ depends on the localization of the initial as well as the
final state. We observe a γx which is significantly larger
for X+∗

4 and X+∗
3 compared to the other states and an

unexpected high γz for X+∗
4 . Furthermore, we find a neg-

ative diamagnetic coefficient for X+∗
3 . This is known as

anomalous diamagnetic shift and was observed for nega-
tive trions in InAs/GaAs QDs with weakly confined e− in
the conduction band (see Supplementary Section IV)40.
In our QDs, we ascribe the anomalous diamagnetic shift
to an initial state which is more localized along x than
the remaining hole after recombination.

In order to demonstrate that the obtained results are
not a feature of a single QD, we extended our study to
several QDs (see Supplementary Section III). It turns out
that most of the magneto-optical properties are similar,
however, we observe significant differences for the excited
trion states X+∗

2 −X+∗
4 , indicating a strong dependence on

the structural properties of the QD.

As discussed above, the magnetic properties of the tri-
ons contradict the SP model. We now demonstrate that
the SP Zeeman Hamiltonian is not even sufficient to de-

scribe the magnetic response of a ground state X. We
follow Ref.24, where the Hamiltonian of exciton under
in-plane magnetic field in the total angular momentum
basis is given by:

Hx
B =

1

2

δ0 δ1 εe εh
δ1 δ0 εh εe
εe εh −δ0 δ2
εh εe δ2 −δ0

 , (8)

where δ0 is the splitting between bright and dark exciton
states, δ1 is the exchange splitting between the bright
states (fine structure splitting), δ2 the splitting between
the dark states and εe(h) = µBBxge(h),x with ge(h),x the

e− (h+) g-factor in x-direction. Due to field-induced
bright-dark X coupling, in total four dipole transitions
are possible. We label the transitions as Xb1,2 and Xd1,2,
where Xbi (Xdi) are the transitions of the X complex
which are bright (dark) at B = 0 and i = 1, 2 are the
respective orthogonally polarized components. The de-
gree of mixing between bright and dark states depends
on Bx and ge,h, whereby the intensity of Xb1,2 (Xd1,2)
is decreasing (increasing) with increasing field. By cal-
culating the eigenvalues of Eq. (8) (see Supplementary
Section V) we obtain four equations to fit our measure-
ment data. For the fitting we use the measured values
for δ0 = 110 µeV and δ1 = 4.1 µeV. The value of δ2 for
dark exciton doublet is not known, as in all measured
QDs only the Xd1 component becomes visible, while Xd2

stays dark (see inset Fig. 4). However, the dark state
splitting is supposed to be small and we assume δ2 ≈ 0.
Additionally, we find that within a range of 0-20 µeV the
influence of δ2 on the mixing is negligible. We obtain
from the fit |ge,x| = 0.27 and |gh,x| = 0.05. Furthermore,
we use the eigenvectors of Eq. (8) to derive the relative
oscillator strength (ROS) Rd1,2 of Xd1,2 (see Supplemen-
tary Section V), which determines the coupling between
dark and bright states. With the measured values for
δ0 and δ1 given above, δ2 = 0 and the fitted values of
ge,x = 0.27 and gh,x = −0.05 we obtain the blue and red
curve in Fig. 4. Note that we choose the sign of ge,x
and gh,x so that the ROS becomes maximal for one com-
ponent. As expected, the ROS of Xd1,2 is increasing by
ramping up the magnetic field, due to increased mixing
between dark and bright X states.

We also calculate from the measurement data the ROS
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FIG. 4. Relative oscillator strength of the dark exciton state
versus magnetic field along [110]. The black squares are the
measured values for one dark exciton component (Xd1), the
second component (Xd2) stays dark. The blue (red) curve are
the calculated relative oscillator strengths using the e− and
h+ in-plane g-factors extracted by fitting the measurement
data via the SP Zeeman Hamiltonian. The inset shows linear-
polarization-resolved spectra Bx = 2 T.

according to:

Rd1 =
IXd1

IXd1 + IXb1
, (9)

where IXd1,b1 is the intensity of Xd1,b1. The result is
shown in Fig. 4 (black rectangles). Obviously, the mea-
sured data do not correspond to the calculated ROS and
the coupling between bright and dark states is stronger
than expected.

If we use now the ROS equations obtained via the
eigenvectors of Eq. (8) (see Supplementary V) and fit the
measured trend in Fig. 4 we obtain gh,x ≈ −ge,x ≈ 0.52,
which is different from the result obtained by fitting the
energy shift with the eigenvalues. Hence, the SP model
is not self-consistent and we can conclude that it is not
valid in the weak confinement regime. Interestingly, the
SP model yields reasonable results for strongly confining
GaAs/AlGaAs QDs32.

III. CONFIGURATION INTERACTION
CALCULATIONS

To gather a deeper insight in the experimental results
and support our claim that the SP model is not suit-
able to extract single-particle g-factors from PL measure-
ments, we perform calculations combining the 8-band k·p
method for the computation of single-particle states and
the CI method for the excitonic states confined in our
weakly confining QDs. On the one hand this approach
allows a realistic treatment of the QD shape and com-
position48,49, including strain and piezoelectricity up to
second order50–52. On the other hand it allows an intrin-
sic treatment of correlation effects, which are included in
CI31,49 via the excited SP states used to construct the

Slater determinants. This is important, because we ex-
pect correlation effects between the confined carriers to
play a dominant role in the weak confinement regime.

The simulated QD is composed of pure GaAs embed-
ded in an Al0.4Ga0.6As matrix. Its shape reflects the re-
sults of atomic force microscopy measurements on droplet
etched nanoholes fabricated under the same growth con-
ditions as the QDs. Additionally, we optimized the struc-
ture to match the X emission energy. The final QD shape
is such that the QD top is convex while its base is concave
(see Supplementary Section VI).

We start out by calculating the SP recombination of
X under a magnetic field along z, neglecting Coulomb
interaction and correlation. Using Eq. (6) we can extract
γ, g2,z, and gz from the computed eigenvalues. The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 5. The value of gz = 0.6
(Fig. 5b left panel) as well as γ = 19 µeV/T2 (Fig. 5a
left panel) show a significant difference from the mea-
surement data. In the next step we include CI in the
simulation, where we start with a SP basis including two
e− and two h+ (2×2) states and increase it up to twelve
e− and twelve h+ (12× 12) states. In the CI calculation
γ (gz) decreases (increases) by almost one quarter (a fac-
tor of two) and approaches a value of 15 µeV/T2 (1.25),
which is in good agreement with the measurement. We
attribute the decrease of the diamagnetic coefficient to
the fact that correlation effects lead to a ”shrinkage” of
the X wavefunction compared to the bare single particle
states, so as to improve the overlap to the hole wavefunc-
tion. Furthermore, our calculations point out that the SP
model fails to describe the magneto-optical properties in
the weak confinement regime and correlation effects can-
not be neglected even for the X ground state.

In addition, we use CI to calculate the g-factors and
diamagnetic coefficients for the states provided in Tab. I.
The results are summarized in the same table (for de-
tails on the calculation see Supplementary Section VI),
whereby we extend our analysis also to magnetic fields
along x. The X+ g-factor shows only a small x/z
anisotropy, which is in good agreement with the exper-
iment. Furthermore, the g-factors of the X− state are
≈ 2 times larger than the one of the X+ state, which
is not in agreement with the SP description as already
discussed in the experimental section.

For the hot trions the CI calculation provides an in-
sight in the origin of large values of γz and anomalous
diamagnetic shift (see Fig. 5, middle and right panels).
These phenomena stem from the mixing of the singlet
(X+∗

4 ) and the triplet (X+∗
3 ) trion excited state, an effect

that can be traced back to the different magnitude of the
electron-hole exchange interaction experienced by each
of the two holes constituting hot trion states53. The de-
scribed effect can happen, e.g., if the excited trion state
is spread over a larger region compared to the final hole
state. This is the case of the weak confinement which
occurs for our QDs in their lateral dimension, hence, the
anomalous diamagnetic shift is seen in our case for the
Faraday configuration of the applied B field. On the
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FIG. 5. Magnetic parameters of the groundstate exciton (X) and the excited trion states X+∗
4 and X+∗

3 confined in a GaAs
QD, calculated with the CI method using single particle states obtained through the k · p method for a magnetic field along
[001]. The results for γz are given in panel (a) and for gz in (b) for single particle transition (marked by SP on the horizontal
axis) and for two electron and two hole (marked by 2×2), six electron and six hole (6×6), and twelve electron and twelve hole
(12×12) CI basis. Note that the effect of correlation increases with the basis size, i. e., from SP to (12 × 12) CI basis.

other hand, our QDs are much thinner in the vertical
direction and both holes in hot trions are then more
strongly confined, with the result that they experience
the exchange interaction with electron with equal mag-
nitude. Hence, no large diamagnetic shift is expected
for Voigt configuration, exactly as we observe. We stress
that the described mixing of singlet and triplet of X+ for
z-direction is a purely multi-particle effect (not describ-
able on SP level) and, moreover, occurs because of the
small energy separation between X+∗

4 and X+∗
3 as seen in

our experiments and calculations, where that amounts to
≈ 100µeV (see Supplementary Section VI). On the other
hand the value of gz is mostly determined by the Zeeman
splitting of the final SP hole states that are subtracted
from trions (see also Supplementary Section VI).

In general, the simulation results are qualitatively in
good agreement with the measurement data. We partly
attribute the mismatch in the absolute values between
measurement and calculation to differences in the shape
and size of the measured and simulated QD. Neverthe-
less, the CI also shows some deviations from the experi-
ment: Due to the strong confinement along z we would
expect similar values for γx for all states, which is in line
with the measurement. However, we obtain for X+∗

3 a
γx = 2 µeV/T 2 from the calculations, which is about 3
times smaller than expected. Here the γx value directly
obtained from the SP states obtained by k · p is closer

to the experimental one (see Supplementary Figure 10).
Finally we note that, the calculated binding energy of
X+ with respect to the X is only 600 µeV, whereby all
measured QDs show a value of ≈ 2.5 meV. The reason for
this deviation is not fully understood yet, but since the
problem was observed in independent CI calculations54,
we speculate that it may stem from an intrinsic limitation
of the CI method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented a comprehensive anal-
ysis of the optical transitions in a GaAs QD under above
bandgap excitation. The performed measurements al-
low us to determine the charge complexes forming the
excited states in a QD. Furthermore, we provide an anal-
ysis of the g-factors and diamagnetic coefficients of the
excited complexes in our GaAs/AlGaAs QDs obtained by
droplet etching. On this basis we are able to experimen-
tally prove that the SP Zeemann Hamiltonian21 cannot
be used to reliably extract single-particle g-factors from
measurements of optical transitions in weakly confining
QDs. CI calculations clearly show that interactions be-
tween the confined carriers — such as correlation effects
— significantly influence the magneto-optical properties.
The model calculations are able to quantitatively repro-
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duce most of the observed values of diamagnetic shifts
and g-factors not only for the neutral excitons, but also
for some of the charged complexes observed experimen-
tally. Some significant differences between experiment
and calculation results are still present, which deserve
further consideration in the future.
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